
With over 2.5 million employees now enjoying access to Vivup’s expert 
employee benefits and wellbeing platform, we’re proud to receive plenty of 
feedback showing how people feel happier, healthier and more supported 

through our services...

TrustScore 4.7 Feefo Score 5.0

““I would definitely recommend  
Vivup as a benefits platform
Staff are really helpful and friendly, if 
you need anything updating they just 
do it and get the job done! Brilliant!

““Exceptional Service
The service we have received from 
Vivup’s Highfive team has been 
exceptional! Nothing is too much 
trouble. Jacqui and Simon are always 
available to offer advice and support 

““Save lots of money and easy to use
Very easy to use and can make lots of savings. 
E vouchers once paid for come through to email 
quickly so they can be used in store when shopping… 
Regularly add more offers to popular shops. Moved 
house 3 years ago and used Vivup to make savings 
on white goods and used for DIY stores on going. 
Always recommending for work colleagues to use. 
Excellent, efficient customer service team

““ I cannot fault anything about Vivup  
So many choices and products.  
Easy payment options and straight 
from your wages- so easy to manage

““ Really makes a difference
I have ordered items from Vivup and 
found it to be very helpful. I love the 
way you can spread the cost- it really 
makes a difference, especially around 
Christmas. Thank you! 

““Amazing service
Working for the NHS, we have the amazing luxury 
of being able to access items through Vivup’s 
Home and Electronics employee benefit and 
spread the cost through manageable salary 
reductions. I’ve been a happy customer for years 
and I have recently ordered more items.  Amazing 
service and I thoroughly recommend Vivup, their 
customer service is THE BEST!

““Brilliant customer service
If your company uses Vivup- take 
advantage and use it! Gives you 
access to the Home and Electronics 
benefit which enable you to spread 
the cost through manageable salary 
reductions over 12 or 24 months 

““Fast reply accurate advice
Asked for clarification of my 
cycle to work contract as 
my knowledge of tax relief 
is not great. Got a super 
quick response, put my 
mind at ease and reassured 
me I have a cracking deal. 
Many thanks

““ Exceptional Customer Service
I had a few issues (out of their 
control) however this was dealt 
with quickly & effectively, whilst 
maintaining a frequent conversation 
with updates and progress. Special 
“Thank you” to Jamie, for all his hard 
work and help

““You can’t beat Vivup for 
quality and choice
You can’t beat Vivup for 
quality and choice. Their 
catalogue is amazing and 
our NHS employee benefits 
platform is great. Keep up 
the good work

“ Excellent Platform!
We received an excellent service from 
Vivup, the team worked really hard and 
supported us throughout the process! 
The platform is very user friendly, 
and has given us the opportunity 
to showcase our employee reward 
package in one place. It’s a great way 
to keep staff updated on all our benefits 
and health and wellbeing initiatives

“ “Superb customer support and communication
I contacted Vivup to order a bike through the 
cycle to work scheme. Ordered on Thursday and 
by Monday evening the supplier has confirmed 
dispatch scheduled for the following day.  
Superb customer support and communication  
from the Vivup team. Absolutely excellent

https://uk.trustpilot.com/review/vivup.co.uk
https://www.feefo.com/en-GB/reviews/vivup?displayFeedbackType=SERVICE&timeFrame=YEAR

